
Wednesday thoughts 
 

Peace and patience are the Spirit gifts on which to think and focus this, our second Wednesday 
of word sharing, and first of all we deal with Peace – so important right now.   
 
Before long, as many families will need to spend days in very close company, the novelty will 
quickly wear off and they will find tempers run thin and no matter how much they love one 
another there will be arguments and fallouts.   In our family we had a wonderful aunt known as 
“Auntie Gladys, the Peacemaker”.  Do you have a family member in your group to appoint as 
your peacemaker?  We do hope so – they are one of God’s special gifts and ones to treasure 
and give thanks for.   
 
And naturally lots and lots of Patience has an important role in our lives now because in order 
to keep the peace with everyone being patient is vital.  If, like some of us, your fuse can be short 
make a vow to clamp your lips together and do your ranting and raving silently and inwardly. 
 
This is Holy Week, and tomorrow we should be marking Maundy Thursday when Jesus shared 
his final meal with friends and asked them to remember him whenever they shared food and 
drink – alone or with a few others let us do that each day from now on – let’s remind ourselves 
that he possessed the Fruits of the Spirit in abundance.    
 
May we all exercise patience and watch our tongues – not easy if we like to pontificate on what 
we think is right, and pay no heed  to other people’s views - may God help us to hold our tongue 
– a very lethal weapon.  Please see what James says about the tongue – he includes a 
wonderful simile of a huge ship and its comparatively small rudder. 
James 3:5-12 (NRSV)       
 
Blessings to everyone  
 


